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Currently, film viewers’ options for getting objective information about films before 
watching them, are limited. Comparisons are even harder to find and often require 
extensive film knowledge both by the author and the reader. Such comparisons are 
inherently subjective, therefore they limit the possibilities for scalable and eective 
statistical analyses. Apart from trailers, information about films cannot reach viewers 
audibly or visibly, which seems absurd considering the very nature of film.
The thesis examines repeatable quantification methods for computationally abstracting 
films in order to extract informative data for visualizations and further statistical analy-
ses. Theoretical background empowered by multidisciplinary approach and design 
processes are described. Visualizations of analyses are provided and evaluated for their 
accuracy and eciency.
Throughout the thesis foundations for the future automated quantification 
player/plugin, are described aiming to facilitate further developments. Theoretical 
structures of the website which may act as a gateway that collects and provides data 
for statistical cinematic research are also discussed. 
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options, to get information before watching. They either look at starred 
ratings—which can be very subjective and misleading depending on the 
methods used to collect the ratings—or read reviews, which are, again, 
very prone to subjectivity, or look at the trailer and at the poster. Re-
views can offer in depth accurate analysis of films albeit they don’t offer 
scalable possibilities to compare even different titles, let alone direc-
tors, eras or country of origins. A scalable system where films can be 
analyzed, compared based on their quantitative summaries is lacking.
“Now a real film must not be able to be told... The future belongs 
to the film that cannot be told.” 1 (Dulac cited in Cahill 2008)
As quoted and explained further by Cahill (2008), “A real film re-
quires a cinematography—an expressive system of writing, a language 
of cinema—whose immediacy evades the constraints of verbal and writ-
ten language, in order to present (to make present), at the scene of pro-
jection, that which can neither be spoken nor written.” Dulac’s “Visual 
Film” doctrine and Kubelka’s hesitation in regards to talking about his 
films, in case he might spoil them (Mekas 1967) indicates that films are 
better not represented by words. Hence, this thesis investigates the use 
of information visualization for abstraction and representation of films.
In order to abstract and represent films, some form of summariza-
tion technique has to be implemented. Lack of standardization of video 
data across broadcast and film producers obstructs data generation and 
sharing. Under these circumstances, modernizing Salt’s approach and 
enriching it with various other methods would be a way to provide a 
heuristic solution for film quantification. Such quantification integrates 
immutable metadata with mutable extracted and user entered data. Fur-
ther description can be found in chapter “3. Quantification of Films”.
For abstracting films, a multidisciplinary approach is proposed, 
bringing together some existing analyses and quantification methods 
from different disciplines, while tweaking them to suit the require-
ments. Later, adequate data organization, analysis opportunities and 
clear visualizations will be provided to the film viewers enabling them 
1 Or, un vrai film ne doit pas 
pouvoir se raconter... L’avenir 
est au film qui ne pourra se 
raconter... —Germaine Dulac
1. Introduction
Invention of Cinématographe in 1895 created a possibility for record-
ing movements. Filmmakers experimented with this new medium by 
documenting their surroundings. Only after some time did it evolve to 
be considered an art form. Because the cinema’s birth was driven by 
technology, the two have always been closely related and are in con-
stant interaction with each other. Further inventions and additions 
helped the cinema industry to grow and create richer experiences; 
sound, montage, color film, widescreen, special effects, 3D to name a 
few. One of the things that has not changed since the beginning is the 
laborious production process. To facilitate post-production, during pro-
duction phase data about filming—camera lens type, exposure, light 
conditions, script changes—are written on paper notebooks (Stump 
2008). Today, films are mostly made digitally from the first steps un-
til the end of post-production. Modern digital cameras while recording 
imagery, can save a limited set of data, information about filming from 
itself and connected peripherals; focus, zoom, f-stop, pan, tilt, boom, 
dolly data is written on small memory cards.
It is unknown how efficiently this data is used internally by film stu-
dios but one thing for sure is none of it is analyzed or made available 
to the viewer. Maybe analyzing such data is irrelevant or as useless as 
measuring the ink used by a writer, but if we consider that a film’s reach 
to the viewer has not evolved much, such data might be useful finding 
new ways to extend this reach. A film offers itself and only itself as a 
product to be seen from beginning till end. Viewers do no have many 
12
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Application Programming Interface (API) will be provided. API’s have 
been very successful in various social networks providing data for the 
public to play with (Benslimane, Dustdar and Sheth 2008). Use of API 
in this project is described in “4.3. API” section.
Even though earlier research or artworks touching similar subjects 
exist, the novel system that is proposed for automated quantification 
and analysis, enables a wide range of possibilities for comparative film 
studies and creates the possibility to extend films’ reach to the audi-
ence. It is hoped that this research will encourage derivative works.
On the personal level, the aim is to provide a foundation for a com-
plex and objective movie recommendation system that is based on 
analysis data generated in this thesis in correlation with personal film 
watching history that is collected by a developed movie player or plugin 
software. In addition to data analysis and statistics, a simple implemen-
tation of a user login and watch log function similar to Last.fm’s Audio-
Scrobbler 2 system, would provide the necessary tools for achieving this 
goal.
1.2. Scope
The scope of this thesis is limited to fiction films. Nonfiction films 
have been left out because of their unpredictability and the director’s 
lessened control on image and camera work due to their purpose, con-
tent or circumstances. Nonfiction films include documentaries, sports, 
instructional, news and home videos.
There are many previous research works focusing on improving me-
dia management systems; they implement video identification, genre 
(Zhou et al. 2010) and mood classification methods (Salway and Gra-
ham 2003). Even though some of their methods are used for quantifi-
cation, implications on a semantic level and other high level feature 
extractions (e.g. automated movie genre classifications, distinctions be-
2 AudioScrobbler is a plugin 
for logging music listening 
history for Last.fm users. 
When installed, it tracks 
user’s songs and sends them 
to the website, allowing vari-
ous statistical possibilities. 
to draw their own conclusions either by looking at ready-made visual-
izations or by developing their own applications with available data.
This research is positioned, separately from film theory and stylistic 
film analysis, as one of the aims is to deliver the right tools for research-
ers and film viewers. Nevertheless, it should be noted that it would be 
impossible and unreasonable to avoid film theory as some of the film 
abstraction methods described throughout the thesis are based on this 
theory. They also contribute to the discussion in chapter “5. Reflections 
on Visualizations” for justification of proposed abstractions and visu-
alizations.
1.1. Motivation and Goals
The main goal of this thesis is to contribute to the discussion of film 
quantification by bringing adequate tools to the table. Previous expe-
rience with computer vision in interactive environments is taken as a 
starting point and they are refined to fit this context. Summarization 
tools will be developed using various programming languages depend-
ing on the needs. Resulting analysis software is going to be released 
as open source, creating possibility for collaboration among the small 
cinema statistics community and/or experts in analysis methods. 
Furthermore, a downloadable video player software, which is based 
on current open source video player projects will be provided. When a 
movie source is watched through this player software, it will be ana-
lyzed and quantified. Then, software will submit analysis results auto-
matically to the statistics database in the server. On the front-end of the 
server there will be a website in which film watchers will be able to look 
for collected movie statistics. The same website will act as a gateway for 
the community to “play” with data. The film statistics database will be 
organic and will  be constantly growing because it is theoretically and 
practically impossible to visualize and organize all the data perfectly 
right from the beginning. To adapt to these changes and to enable the 
community to make their own little applications or visualizations an 
14
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The first part deals with quantification; the first task is to efficiently 
extract data from films in greater quantity and accuracy. To accomplish 
this I plan to use implementations from computer vision, audio feature 
extraction and text analysis. Other tasks include involving viewers to 
generate data and gathering billing data from various sources. Further 
discussion about methodology is described in “3. Quantification of 
Films” chapter.
In the second part, methods from information architecture and sta-
tistical analysis adopted to organize and examine the data. This part is 
not widely covered in this thesis as it is used as a mediatory tool facili-
tating connection between first and third section. In the mean time, it 
can be a subject of another thesis by itself and it can serve as a starting 
point for further research to implement a film recommendation system.
In the last and third part, use of visualization design aims to de-
liver clear, easy to understand, quickly accessible visual “summaries” 
of films. The goal with these is to enable visual comparisons between 
films and use them as an instrument to discover patterns in the data 
along with mathematical analysis.
As previously mentioned, such divisions are theoretical and in prac-
tice quantification and visualization are bound together and represent-
ed in the same chapter “3. Quantification of Films”. Challenges about 
data collection and storage are described in chapter “4. Data Collection 
and Organization”. The strengths and shortcomings of visualizations 
are discussed in chapter “5. Reflections on Visualizations”.
tween indoor/outdoor, landscape/people shots) are outside of the scope 
of this thesis. 
At this stage of the research, the focus has been given to the visible 
and audible structures of films. Trivial elements such as references to 
other films, goofs, hours spent in post-production, etc., are at the mo-
ment outside of scope as well because they can be subjective, computa-
tionally hard to collect and less relevant to the film itself than the visible 
and audible properties.
1.3. Structure of the thesis
The thesis can be divided theoretically into three main parts. Type 
conversions occupy the core of the logic behind such division. Films are 
converted to data, then the data is organized and later analyzed to be 
presented to the audience as visualizations or through API. (See Figure 
1.1)
DATAFILM
Data Collection
OrganizationVisualization
SERVERWEBSITE
FRONT END
IMAGE and
API
Quantification
DOWNLOADABLE
SOFTWARE
(Movie Player with libVLC, 
gstreamer, or similar)
Three main parts of the thesis 
and flow of data
Figure 1.1 
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tions in battlefield treatments (Chen et al. 2008). Charles Joseph Minard 
communicated mortality of Napoleon’s 1812 Russian Campaign with 
his “Tableaux Graphiques et Cartes Figuratives” (Tufte 1983). Later, it 
was Tukey who suggested data analysis should be a branch of statistics 
and researched various data graphs (Chen et al. 2008). Since then, data 
visualizations have been integrated into communication and decision-
making processes in nearly every field. As Larkin and Simon (1987) 
agree: the famous saying, “a picture is worth 1,000 words” seems to be 
true.
Since data visualizations deliver a message and, tell a story to the 
reader, the importance of their efficiency is vital. Tufte (1983) suggests: 
“What is to be sought is the clear portrayal of complexity. Not the com-
plication of the simple; visual access to the subtle and the difficult, the 
revelation of the complex.” He further states that what is to be aimed 
is not how one method can be used to explain something, but rather 
“how can something be explained?” (Tufte 2006). Thus, it can be said 
that the purpose of statistical graphics’ is to provide a clear, simple, un-
derstandable graphical summary of a rather complex data so that, not 
only trained researchers but also untrained viewers can grasp it. Here, 
the visualization designer’s duty is to analyze the data thoroughly, by 
developing or using existing frameworks and, individual graphics ac-
cording to data properties. As Gershon and Page state, “Information 
visualization combines aspects of imaging, graphics, scientific visual-
ization, and human-computer and human-information interactions, as 
well as information technology” (2001). Another recent article in The 
Economist (2010) suggests that visualization designers are “melding the 
skills of computer science, statistics, artistic design and storytelling.” 
Thus, information visualization is multidisciplinary by its very nature.
“Storytelling is an ancient art rooted in our common human culture, 
as well as in our physiology and psychology”; throughout all human 
existence, and as early as cave drawings, stories have been used to con-
vey information, events, cultural values and experiences. (Gershon and 
Page 2001) The development of writing, printing, photography, film and 
other newer mediums provide increasingly sophisticated means to tell 
2. Context
This chapter familiarizes the reader with various disciplines and key 
concepts that are referenced throughout the thesis. Ideas from each dis-
cipline are interconnected as most of them are used in every step. As 
described in previous chapter, first of the three theoretical parts of the 
thesis deals with quantification which makes use of information visu-
alization, statistics, computer vision, audio feature extraction, content 
summarization as well as statistical cinematic analysis in order to ef-
ficiently and accurately abstract films. For the second part, data collec-
tion and organization, statistics and open source software development 
are relevant. Finally, the third part makes more extensive use of infor-
mation visualization. A brief history of about these disciplines are also 
provided in their respective sections to explain their relevance while 
describing examples use cases, necessities, benefits and drawbacks.
2.1. Statistics, Information Visualization
Statistics have been used widely since seventeenth century (Chen 
et al. 2008), however it was William Playfair who first introduced sta-
tistical graph charts in 1786, being aware of their power for effectively 
communicating data (Playfair et al. 2005). They have been beneficial in 
many fields of work since their early usages. In medicine, by monitoring 
and analyzing the health of soldiers Florence Nightingale discovered 
patterns which were used to campaign for improved sanitary condi-
18
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growing field. Such complexity requires efficiency measurements, as 
it is not yet possible to reach perfect analysis results. New and more 
efficient algorithms are constantly researched for implementations in 
medicine, manufacturing, military, surveillance, entertainment and 
many more fields.
For use of computer vision in this thesis, the openCV6 library is 
selected as it focuses on real-time image processing. It offers various 
ready-to-use functions based on related research works. OpenCV is 
cross-platform and open source while interfaces are already developed 
for most common programming languages.
For decades, mathematicians and computer scientists have been the 
only ones who are capable of developing and implementing computer 
vision. However, the development of relevant new programming envi-
ronments such as Processing, PureData and openFrameworks, which 
are user friendly, even to non-programmers, has enabled wider audi-
ences to develop their own applications. This has lead to a prototyp-
ing culture where artists, designers and hobbyists started programming 
for their own needs without much in-depth knowledge about the inner 
workings of complex algorithms. Of special significance, usage in en-
tertainment increased awareness; Nintendo Wii7, PlayStation Eye8 and 
Kinect9 offered ready-to-use computer vision solutions to game devel-
opers, facilitating design of complex interaction methods for gameplay. 
Lately, inexpensive small webcams are increasingly embedded with 
many consumer electronics, including laptops, mobile phones. Camera 
based do-it-yourself multitouch implementations (NUI Group; Kaltenb-
runner and Bencina 2007), augmented reality ad campaigns (Ray-ban 
2010) and mobile applications such as Layar10, Wikitude AR Travel 
Guide11, TAT Augmented ID12 show the wide range of uses, as well as the 
productivity of utilizing computer vision in diverse areas. Ready to im-
plement software libraries and frameworks such as EyesWeb13, Touchlib 
(Wallin 2006), CCV14, ARToolKit (Kato 1999) and many others empower 
non-programmers or novice coders with the diverse capabilities of com-
puter vision.
6  http://opencv.willow 
garage.com/wiki
7  Wii motion controller 
held by player, featuring an 
infrared camera, tracks a 
stationary infrared light emit-
ter station.
8  Eye is a camera itself and 
used mostly for augmented 
reality applications for Play-
station.
9  Kinect is a Xbox stationary 
bundle with two cameras and 
infrared lights. It provides 
motion tracking without any 
other peripherals, thus it gives 
freedom of movement to the 
player.
10  Layar is a mobile applica-
tion that allows developers 
to add their own augmented 
layers. http://www.layar.com
11  An application that shows 
Wikipedia information based 
on users location, for sightsee-
ing during traveling.
12  Augmented ID uses face 
recognition routines to visual-
ize digital identities of people 
that are recorded by camera.
13  http://musart.dist.unige.
it/EywMain.html
14  Community Core Vision 
by NUI Group, http://ccv.
nuigroup.com
stories. Minard excels in storytelling with his Cartes Figurative (Tufte 
1983). As Segel and Heer describe data visualization has much to ben-
efit from storytelling (2010). Harris defines himself more of a storyteller 
than visualization designer (Segel and Heer 2010; Danzico 2008). His 
projects Whale Hunt 3, We Feel Fine 4, I Want You To Want Me 5 commu-
nicate data with stories. User scenarios which derive from storytelling 
have been an integral part of Interaction Design. In sum, storytelling is 
a very powerful tool and it is employed in diverse mediums as well as 
information visualization.
2.2. Computer Vision
Computer vision is a subfield of computer science, focusing on im-
age related computational algorithms. Various methodologies and al-
gorithms help construct, meaningful descriptions from digital images. 
It is an active research field with more than 50 years of history. Some 
subfields include, image processing, image analysis, machine vision 
and pattern recognition.
Image processing and analysis is more relevant for this work. Most 
computer vision applications use these as their foundation. Data that 
is abstracted from images with various methods are later used to form 
interpretations about the image content. The most familiar image pro-
cessing use case would be image editing softwares. Various filters can 
enable image enhancing for visual properties (photo retouching) as 
well as computational properties (contrasting various objects in order 
to highlight them for following operations).
Human perception is a very complex process which involves empiri-
cal judgement about surrounding events and objects. More specifically, 
visual perception is full of low-level capabilities such as light, depth, 
color, object recognition and high-level capabilities based on knowl-
edge (Ballard and Brown 1982). Imitating this kind of biological system 
is impossible for machine vision; even achieving simple goals can be 
very challenging. Therefore, computer vision is a very vast and ever-
3  http://www.thewhalehunt.
org
4  http://www.wefeelfine.org
5  http://www.iwantyouto 
wantme.org
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ing to him it should be possible to characterize and distinguish each 
film individually.
2.4.1. Film Historian’s Point of View
As previously mentioned, Salt notes that variables gathered should 
be based on the attributes that filmmakers use and have control over 
(2006). He argues that in this way it would be possible to conduct an 
accurate style analysis. It seems that he focuses more on the director’s 
style rather than the film itself. Calculations for his metrics involve a 
very lengthy manual process. Even so that he only grabs a portion of 
a film—generally the first 40 minutes—to analyze and he assumes that 
the rest of the film adopts the same style (Salt 1974). Apart from shot 
lengths, he also measures the scale of each shot and camera move-
ments, by manually assessing and writing them down, making the pro-
cess even lengthier. In an article, Salt claims that he is spends “only” 3 
to 12 hours per film for his analysis while Cutting et al. (2010) spend 15 
to 36 hours per film, operator and computation time combined. Even 
though Cutting et al. (2010) implement a semiautomatic system where 
an operator double checks the cuts after they are calculated by the soft-
ware, the amount of time spent on each film solely for distinguishing 
cuts is considerably significant.
“...in enabling comparisons that reveal novel patterns of evi-
dence, statistical findings may defy the historian’s expectations, 
and thus stimulate new research and analysis. In any case, the 
task here is not to substitute statistical analysis for other film-
historical methods...” (O’Brien 2005)
O’Brien suggests that statistical film analysis might create new op-
portunities for film research but he also warns that it should not be 
considered as a replacement for other film analysis methods. Bordwell 
further argues that quantitative analysis tools should be constantly ac-
companied by qualitative processes such as researcher’s film under-
standing; in his book, he analyzes pace in American films using ASL 
2.3. Audio Feature Extraction
Improved distribution of digital audio files through online stores 
and peer-to-peer file sharing causes immense growth of individual 
music libraries. Better ways to manage these libraries has been investi-
gated by audio researchers. How to identify, organize, search, classify 
and retrieve are a few of the problems of management. In order to man-
age libraries efficiently, audio files are analyzed with various methods 
to retrieve information. Overall, audio feature extraction is an extensive 
research area. There are many dedicated communities and research 
groups.
Various features can be extracted from audio with signal process-
ing: tempo, pitch, timbre, harmony, structure. Some of these are very 
specific to music and thus they are not widely used for the film audio. 
There are also nonstructural properties used to describe sound in film, 
diegetic and non-diegetic, defining the implied source of the sound. 
Sounds coming from film world are diegetic while externally added 
sounds such as narrator’s voice and mood music considered as non-di-
egetic. Rasheed and Shah (2002) focusing on audio-based film analysis, 
propose a film genre classification method based on audible and visible 
features; for audio they implement a simple method by computing an 
energy variable from the peaks in sound levels.
2.4. Statistical Cinematic Analysis
Statistical cinematic analysis is a research area that was first ex-
plored by Georg Otto Stindt in 1926 (Thompson 2005) and then formally 
investigated by Barry Salt. It is about quantifying films to conduct a 
comparative style analysis. One measurement that has been at the core 
of previous research is ASL (average shot length); Salt measured shot 
lengths on printed film rolls using a tape measure (1974). He grounds 
his analysis and research methods on the basic idea that “the form of 
films noticeably differ from one to another” (2006). Therefore, accord-
22
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measurements in correlation with era, director and country of origin 
data (2006).
2.4.2. Filmmaker’s Point of View
From the other side of the looking glass, in the production phase, 
some directors also use metrics to design their films. Drawings made 
by Dziga Vertov, a database filmmaker according to Manovich (2002), 
shows that he has planned and used timing and rhythm while shooting 
and editing his movies (See Figure 2.1). Kurt Kren’s charts show that he 
also included metrics for planning his films (See Figure 2.2). In Avant-
garde cinema, Kubelka makes his films frame by frame, as he states, 
resulting with very compact and dense films. He argues that cinema has 
basic rhythm, which derives from film projector’s twenty-four impulses. 
Therefore films have metric rhythm that viewers always feel (Mekas 
1967). Kubelka has three metric films: Adebar (1957), Schwechater (1958) 
and Arnulf Rainer (1960).
Earlier, Eisenstein defined various montage techniques: tonal, over-
tonal, intellectual, rhythmic and metric. 
“He tried various editing patterns, discovering that, for example, 
film cut metrically to the beat of a typical heart has a profound 
impact on us precisely because it mirrors our biorhythms.” (Shaw 
2004).
However, he also received criticism about formalism towards his 
metric film October (1928). Although some of the examples were experi-
mental, relying mostly on metrics during film design might not be the 
best choice outside Avant-Garde cinema. But, evidently usage of met-
rics is not an unfamiliar concept for filmmakers.
2.4.3. Current Research
Today, statistical cinematic analysis research is still focusing on ASL 
and relying on lengthy manual measuring process. Rather than using 
tape measure like Salt did, now researchers use a manual timer soft-
Kren’s charts for Asylum (1975)
Figure 2.2 
Excerpt from Vertov’s editing 
interval drawings for Man 
With a Movie Camera (1929)
Figure 2.1 
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ware that is created by cinemetrics.lv15. In terms of efficiency it doesn’t 
differ a lot from Salt’s methods. It seems that film academics are con-
tributing to their project, however it doesn’t attract attention from big-
ger audience because of the vast workload that it requires.
Their project website also serves as a database for all shot length 
statistics submitted by volunteers who measured films individually. 
The database is browsable and each film’s ASL graph can be seen sep-
arately. Despite having this data in digital format, statistical analysis 
and visualizations provided are not of great interest. It is not possible to 
compare different titles. 
Reliability of the data gathered in cinemetrics.lv is also question-
able since it is not based on a programmed and/or designed repeatable 
method. It relies on human power, therefore it is highly error-prone. Er-
ror rates are likely to increase, especially in films with fast, montaged 
scenes that have cuts very close to each other. Shower scene in Psycho 
(2006) and several sequences in Snatch (2000) are some examples that 
might be hard to mark for a person without stopping and rewinding. At 
the moment, it seems that digital timer software provided by the web-
site only allow continuous marking. 
However, cinemetrics.lv has a big archive, therefore it also seems to 
have a big volunteer base who manually mark and submit cuts in films. 
Even though manually measuring cuts is open to human error and 
the process is time consuming, the resulting cut and shot length data 
should be more accurate than any existing automated shot boundary 
detection algorithms. High motion scenes, soft cuts, low video qualities 
are problematic for automated systems as correct detection rates and 
false hit rates are not sufficiently good. Nevertheless, it should also be 
noted that automated systems can extract a very rich palette of data 
with higher accuracies from films.
15  A website where a group of 
scholars publish about their 
statistical cinematic style 
analysis research.
2.5. Content Summarization
Summarization has been researched in various fields; MusicBox 
(Lillie 2008) attempts to create playlists by quantifying music collec-
tions and organizing them; Document Cards creates less space consum-
ing visual summaries for text and image based documents (Strobelt et 
al. 2009). For films, Barry Salt (1974) conducted statistical style analy-
sis quantifying films but only focused on properties that are controlled 
by the director himself. For this reason, he seems to be interested in 
quantifying the director, not the film. Later on, other researchers fol-
lowed his steps by not widening quantitative properties that they use; 
ASL (average shot length), a term introduced by Salt (1974), occupied 
the core of their investigations. The methods used to gather ASL has not 
changed since Salt, even considering the massive increase in computer 
power and ubiquitous computing16. Their process involves watching a 
film carefully while manually marking each cut in the movie with a digi-
tal timer. The data set is also mostly limited to ASL and they don’t gather 
data about other aspects of films.
MPEG-7 is an XML based new standard that has been in develop-
ment for years. MPEG-7 is attempting to merge video with delivered 
metadata. Another container format for data delivery, MXF (Material 
Exchange Format) mainly targets production environments for broad-
casting (Smith and Schirling 2006). Plenty of other metadata formats 
are being developed independently for focused purposes by various 
standards organizations. “However, metadata standardization is prov-
ing difficult” as Smith and Schirling claim and they further argue that: 
“The result is a metadata standards alphabet soup...” (2006). It seems 
that proper modular standardization needs many more years to be effi-
cient and to be adopted by manufacturers and content creators. Greater 
public will have to wait to access at production data even if it is intend-
ed to be shared.
16  www.cinemetrics.lv author 
Yuri Tsivian, a professor in 
the Humanities, as quoted by 
Bosse and Brisson (2010) in 
Humanities + Digital Visual 
Interpretations conference 
organized by Hyperstudio 
at MIT in May 2010, is delib-
erately promoting manual 
cut marking, arguing that 
students can enjoy and ben-
efit from the lengthy process. 
This might be acceptable only 
to a certain extent as after 
some level it would be futile 
to ignore technology and its 
advantages such as efficiency, 
rapidity and scalability.
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be needed. If the user base is not big enough, fixes would take longer, 
causing loss of interest from regular users if. A software that is not 
maintained regularly won’t attract new users either.
Nevertheless, open source nourishes software development and its 
success is quite obvious, if is evaluated over the past decade. Even big 
companies, who once were against it, have been initiating their own 
open source projects alongside their propriety ones. Another good rea-
son to share source code for this project is to establish trust. Google has 
been successful in this with its mobile platform, Android. It is attracting 
a growing amount of attention from developers. For this thesis’ project, 
it is crucial that users clearly see from the code that their privacy and 
their film archive is not compromised.
2.6. Open Source Software Development
Sometimes, software development can be a secretive field where 
methods and algorithms are kept secret for various reasons like profit, 
reputation, security, etc. An open source software is a software devel-
oped publicly where the code is released without a fee. There are vari-
ous advantages of open source softwares. Programmers can check the 
code and submit improvements or bug fixes. Even though not everybody 
reads the code, it creates a trust between a regular user and the devel-
oper, proving that the software is not doing any harm in the background 
without the user’s knowledge. Open source software development ini-
tiatives advocate openness, which helps innovation and development. 
Mozilla and Linux are some examples of very successful open source 
projects that are developed as advanced as their closed source com-
mercial equivalents. Linux is especially important as it has reshaped 
open source software development models; for the first time, the bazaar 
model as Raymond (2001) describes it, is proving successful in incorpo-
rating several important principles. Some of them are:
- “Release early, release often.” 
- “Users are co-developers.” 
- “Given a large enough beta-tester and co-developer base, 
almost every problem will be characterized quickly and the fix 
obvious to someone.” 
- “Any tool should be useful in the expected way, but a truly great 
tool lends itself to uses you never expected.”
Raymond (2001) further describes that good softwares start from a 
developer’s personal “itch” and good developers know to reuse previ-
ously written code, rather than reinventing the wheel. Algorithms, in 
this thesis are borrowed from various disciplines and re-contextualized 
thereby conforming to his suggestions. 
However, it should also be noted that open source software devel-
opment is also risky, as bugs in the software would be spotted quickly 
and if they cause security threats or limit usability, quick fixes would 
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It should be noted that film is a linear, timed medium. It consists of 
intervals called frames. A 120 minute, 30 FPS (frame per second) film 
would have 3600 frames. Quantification methods must take this into 
account and adopt some optimizations and further abstractions to pro-
vide efficient and compact data results.
3.1. Extracted Data
Film is an individual outcome of a production process. It is formed 
by various elements; sound, image and motion merge seamlessly to cre-
ate a fictional world.
Various techniques have been invented and used for visual storytell-
ing since early adaptations; montage as Eisenstein first coined the term, 
lighting, color and its perception, framing and motion. This section cov-
ers methods used for quantification purposes. Time based image can 
be dissected into different properties; shot lengths, color histogram, 
color energy, motion, sound level and dialogue metrics. Each property 
require different set to tools and methods to be extracted as data. All the 
methods are provided with visualizations that are stored in raw numeri-
cal data for easier storage and analysis. Visualizations are also kept for 
quick visual comparisons.
3.1.1. Shot Length
Shots in film are like phrases in literature. They are fundamental 
units of a film. Shots are put together in a montage to construct stories 
(scenes) from different, even sometimes unrelated image sequences. 
As described before, shot length has driven statistical cinematic style 
analysis research for the past few decades. It is one of the most appar-
ent properties that can be extracted from films. As Salt (1974), Bordwell 
(2006) and Cutting et al. (2010) investigated in their researches, duration 
between cuts differ in correlation with era and director. Consequently, 
3. Quantification of Films
Films are artistic, aesthetic expressions. Film making rules were first 
defined by early directors and are still being constantly redefined. Some 
directors choose to obey these rules, some break them intentionally, 
making films with conscious or unconscious choices. Therefore films 
are structured pieces crafted with careful planning. Since, most of them 
are not made by random choices—even in that case it won’t be ran-
dom17—analyzing a film would result in some sort of data that is specific 
to that film. Obviously, complexity and correlation of the data depends 
on analysis methods as well as the variables used. Thus, with enough 
abstraction, it would be possible to distinguish and compare films with 
resulting data which can also be referred to as quantitative summaries. 
Individual methods described in this chapter might not be enough 
to distinguish each film, however it is the combined usage that will 
empower fruitful comparisons. It should also be noted that human 
cognitive process is very complex and filled with diverse low-level and 
high-level capabilities. As such, it is impossible to quantify what a film 
might mean for a viewer. Although it should be possible to summarize 
a film, by considering it as an object, then by dissecting and extracting 
data from it. In this chapter, proposed methods to dissect a film and 
proposed visualizations are described. Later, this chapter continues by 
defining different types of data that can be associated with films; user 
entered data and information about film’s billing. Therefore the three 
main sections are: Extracted data, User entered data and Billing data.
17  Many, believe that every 
human action is tied to a 
conscious or unconscious 
decision-making process. 
They might seem random only 
in the absence of information.
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3.1.2. Colorgram (Color Histogram)
Color in nature and usage of color in general, heuristically commu-
nicates emotions, messages and thoughts. Color and color combina-
tions carry different meanings with them depending on the culture and 
the period. They have become distinctive properties of art and design 
movements. Color has been a focus of interest for many artists, design-
ers, psychologists, social scientists to name a few. 
Filmmakers first used hand coloring and later on film tinting to im-
ply certain narratives before color film was invented. Since then cin-
ematographers have been using color to establish mood. Perception 
and psychology researchers investigate color’s effects on humans and 
try to establish connections between certain colors and feelings. Apart 
from the details, such research proves that there is a connection be-
tween moods, feelings and color. Color correction in film post-produc-
tion grounds itself on this; filmmakers might choose to shape colors to 
establish mood in their films during this final process.
In cinema theaters, lobby cards, prepared in smaller size than a 
poster, hung on lobbies, present a visual summary of the film to view-
ers. Some lobby cards feature selected frames from films aiming to 
quickly communicate this visual feel and look of the film. Proposed 
summarization technique, named “colorgram”, derives from same mo-
tivation; it provides a compact color summary of a film. Similar proj-
ects have been done by several artists. Salavon (2000), visualizes colors 
throughout a film in various forms (see Figure 3.2). Dawes, (2004) with 
his project Cinema Redux, creates “single visual distillation of a film” 
in his own words (see Figure 3.3). While Salavon is scaling frames to 
achieve a color reduction, Dawes doesn’t modify content of the frames 
but makes another reduction by selecting a single frame for each sec-
ond of the film. They both present the films in a vertical, left-to-right 
orientation; the first frame is at the top left and the last is at the bottom 
right. A website by an unknown author provides similar visualizations 
for films that he selects18.
18  http://moviebarcode.
tumblr.com
shot lengths might provide some kind of signature for films. Although, 
it’s not enough to compare films only with shot lengths, usage along 
with other metrics would provide useful information.
Shot boundary detection is researched by computer scientists to 
create automatized scene and shot extraction systems for large media 
distribution and management systems where scalable automation is 
important to facilitate organization. Their algorithms are based on the 
idea that shots consist of frames showing a continuous action taken 
by a single camera and big changes between consequent frames must 
mean a cut. These changes are calculated by measuring different vari-
ables; color histograms (Zhang et al. 2001), motion activity in the scene 
and sometimes sound properties (Chen 2004). These algorithms are not 
flawless and often generate false-positive and false-negatives however 
they are refined continually by researchers. The method described by 
Zhang et al. (2001) in combination with optical flow difference measure-
ments is used for shot detection in this thesis project. An example of cut 
visualization and shot length analysis results are shown in Figure 3.1.
Cuts in time
Average
Shot Length
Maximum
Shot Length
Minimum
Shot Length
Shot Length
Distribution
October (1928)
0
920
648
305
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
It is also crucial to investigate and store not only average shot 
lengths, but also distribution of all shot lengths for a film. Some films 
might have medium length shots, some might have very long and very 
short shots; these would provide similar outcomes if only averages were 
examined.
Visualization for cuts and shot 
length analysis results
Figure 3.1 
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the colorgram) represents the length of the film. Final iteration of color-
grams I made conclusively for five different films can be seen in Figure 
3.4.
THX 1138
The Great Dictator
Amelie
Ponyo on the Cli
Blade Runner
film length
More detail about design decisions behind colorgrams and compari-
sons of colorgram from various films are explained in chapter 5. Reflec-
tions on Visualizations.
3.1.3. Color Energy
Color in HSV or HSB color representation has three variables: Hue, 
saturation and value (See Figure 3.5). They have diverse effects on the 
perception of color; red hues are more energetic and therefore have 
higher energy. Blue hues are relaxing and thus have lower energy. Satu-
ration is also an important factor, as more saturation means more ener-
gy. Hue value is represented by angle, between 0–360. Red is zero; blue 
Titanic 2001: A Space Odyssey Apocalypse Now
Another important aspect is that neither of these works are targeting 
digital; they are realized for print medium. In addition they are singu-
lar works realized for specific purposes with varying levels of intuition, 
therefore they are artistic rather then systematic.
For this thesis, I propose using color histogram visualization “col-
orgram” for films. It is an outcome of an automated process which is 
used for analysis and comparisons later on. Colorgram is separated into 
columns, each representing a slice of the film. Columns are generated 
by taking individual frames and compressing them horizontally. Later, 
they are added horizontally one after another, hence x axis (width of 
Color abstractions for films 
made with different methods, 
by Salavon
Figure 3.2 
Cinema Redux by Dawes
Figure 3.3 
Colorgram examples for five 
films
Figure 3.4 
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is 240; green is 120. Saturation and value is represented by percentage, 
between 0–100.
Wang and Cheong (2006) suggest a color energy calculation based 
on psychological studies. They attempt to map saturation, brightness 
and hue’s affective relationships with arousal and valence. They calcu-
late raw color energy with the following formula:
Ecolor =
M￿
k
F (hk)skvk
M is total number of pixels in a frame, where k iterates. sk , vk are 
saturation and lightness values. Hue energy function F(hk), assigned 
a range between 1.25–0.75, depending on the angular distance to blue 
and red, is calculated as:
F (hk) =
1.25 × distblue + 0.75 × distred
distblue + distred
While calculating dist, shortest distance—which can also wrap 
around from 360 to zero—is taken. Visualization examples for color en-
ergy levels throughout films are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
THX 1138
The Great Dictator
Amelie
Ponyo on the Cli
Blade Runner
film length
Color energy calculation for The Great Director, which  is a black 
and white film, outputs zero for every frame of the film. It is caused by 
absence of hue, therefore “saturation” is always zero. This is discussed 
more in chapter “5. Reflections on Visualizations”.
3.1.4. Movement Energy
An object that moves in our angle of sight, immediately attracts at-
tention. Film and other derivative mediums benefit from this and they 
have a very unique position in art and design as they have movement at 
their core and they wouldn’t exist without movement. 
Movement in film can be separated into two types: Camera move-
ment and subject movement. It might be computationally expensive 
and error-prone to distinguish between these two types at the moment, 
therefore it is omitted for this thesis and it might be regarded as future 
development. For now, all the movements in a given moment in film are 
added together to calculate momentary motion.
HSV Cylindrical-coordinate 
representation of color
Figure 3.5 
Color Energy Examples
Figure 3.6 
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Movement can be calculated by simplifying it to patterns of motion, 
defined as optical flow. Typically, from the digital point of view, dis-
placement of pixels between consecutive frames represent motion. 
There are various optical flow measuring techniques named after 
their creators: the most common is Lucas–Kanade. Other dense track-
ing techniques are Horn–Schunck, Gunnar Farneback. OpenCV has 
implementations of them as well as many helper functions. Dense 
tracking techniques are computationally very heavy and in most cases 
unnecessary. Simpler sparse optical flow techniques calculate motion 
by simplifying source images and relying on some basic assumptions. 
(Bradski 2008, pp. 322–337) Even though sparse techniques are faster, 
in this context Horn-Schunuck is empirically found to produce more ac-
curate results.
An Autumn
Crank
2001: Space Odyssey
Bourne Supremacy
Blair Witch
film length
For calculating movement energy in films, the detail of the each 
frame is reduced by smoothing with the “bilateral smoothing” algo-
rithm which also preserves the edges. Then, optical flow is measured 
with the Horn-Schunuck technique. After measuring the total motion 
difference between each set of frames, a per minute average for the 
included frames is calculated in order to be efficiently visualized. Re-
sulting visualizations are similar to the previously described analysis 
results in this chapter. Some examples are shown in Figure 3.7.
3.1.5. Audio Energy
In film, audio is used to enhance cinematic experience through 
dialogues, soundtracks and effects. It is also used to increase tension, 
transfer emotions and establish moods. Even though audio and music 
semantics can vary among people, various properties can be used at 
least to define boundaries. It can be said that in film volume increases 
the viewer’s excitement and involvement. Therefore, peak detection 
through waveform analysis is investigated. At the moment, for simplic-
ity’s sake, other audio feature extractions are considered as future re-
search and development.
Audio energy is measured by analyzing peaks in the audio’s wave-
form. Calculating it throughout a film would produce interesting results 
in correlation with other analysis results. Audio energy is calculated as:
Eaudio =
￿
i∈interval
(Ai)
2
In which, Ai is the audio sample indexed by time i. (Rasheed and 
Shah 2002) Full audio is analyzed with intervals to reduce complexity 
and possible clutter. Interval length is 50 milliseconds. An example of 
audio energy visualization is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
THX 1138
The Great Dictator
Amelie
Ponyo on the Cli
Blade Runner
film length
Movement Energy Examples
Figure 3.7 
Audio Energy Examples
Figure 3.8 
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3.2. User Entered Data
Online video sharing services have long been benefiting from user 
contribution. YouTube20 offers its users various opportunities for in-
teracting with uploaded video content: Tags, comments, annotations, 
video responses, rating. This section deals with user-generated data’s 
role in film quantification. 
Interaction between video based content and users can occur in two 
ways: Synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous microblogging21 
throughout live media events as researched by Shamma et al. (2009) 
brings attention to the fact that viewers liked to communicate via Twit-
ter22 concurrently during broadcasts. Many live TV shows, including 
Current TV’s23 “Hack the Debate” campaign, tried to integrate Twitter 
into their own broadcasts to create a conversation with the viewer. Na-
than et. al (2008) demonstrate that users can also be enthusiastic about 
engaging in TV show related social communication through asynchro-
nous interaction in video-on-demand services. It seems that viewers are 
eager to interact with content and with each other while watching. This 
practice is becoming more common and easier as technology becomes 
more ubiquitous. A recent similar example is mobile and tablet based 
statistics applications’ usage while watching football during 2010 FIFA 
World Cup in South Africa.
The software and website system proposed in this thesis is intended 
to be used with computers24. Therefore an asynchronous communica-
tion solution where interactions are saved is necessary. Saving inter-
actions would help to create community generated data where some 
amount of qualitative variables can be collected and shared.
20  http://www.youtube.com
21  “The posting of very short 
entries or updates on a blog 
or social networking site” (Ox-
ford Dictionaries. April 2010)
22  A short microblogging ser-
vice where users can share up 
to 140 characters at a time.
23  A pioneering online and 
cable television network that 
offers prizes for viewer sub-
mitted content. http://www.
current.com
24  Requiring user to watch 
films either by inserting 
DVD’s or by opening digitally 
encoded files.
3.1.6. Dialogue Metrics
Keyword extraction is used in literature for characterization of texts. 
It serves various purposes from style analysis to author identification. 
In the context of film, if the same methods are applied to dialogues, 
word selections and the frequency of their occurrence might create new 
opportunities for analysis and comparisons. Two examples of visual-
izations for outcome of keyword extraction results are shown in Figure 
3.9. Most common 10 words are extracted; later, stop words19 are filtered 
out; then the results are represented by circles. Circle size is the relative 
occurrence of a word in the film’s dialogues.
No Country for Old Men THX 1138
KNOW
GOT
WELL
YES
SIR
ONE
WOULD
GET
WANT
CALL
RIGHTKNOW
IT’S
WRONG
SEE
WHAT’S
DON’T
I’M YOU’RE
THX
 Dialogues for films are gathered in an unconventional way; subtitles 
for films are examined to extract the dialogues. It is possible to find the 
subtitles online from various sources and they are often created from 
digital discs. It is likely that these contain small errors, like spelling or 
timing but it is acceptable for the sake of convenience, since it would be 
almost impossible to get full dialogues for a film using any other meth-
od. Errors can also be reduced by examining multiple subtitle files from 
different sources for the same film.
19  They are the most com-
mon function words found in 
a language.
Most used words in No Coun-
try for Old Men (2007) and 
THX 1138 (1971)
Figure 3.9 
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3.2.2. Temporal Tags
Tagging systems are important factor for improved organization, 
search and discovery. They usually consist of one or two words. While 
being shorter than comments, they offer more flexibility than pre-
defined categories. In this context users would be able to temporally tag 
throughout the films. Some examples of temporal tags can be, marking 
goofs, scenes, characters.
Users will be able to share temporal tags via provided links. Linking 
and referencing dynamic content on the web can be tricky, especially 
if they are long and include many variables. Users may not notice if a 
part of a long link is missing, especially if it is not semantic. URL short-
ening systems26 have been recently become popular due to their effec-
tiveness in this manner. Many internet services implemented their own, 
internally developed url shortening systems27 after seeing the popular-
ity among their users. In this project, an internal url shortening system 
is going to provide easy-to-remember links for temporal tags. Sharing 
would enable viewers, researchers, filmmakers and producers to ref-
erence moments in films, further allowing different sets of data to be 
quantified, if enough of it is gathered.
3.3. Billing Metadata
Billing metadata is a film’s immutable production data which is pro-
vided by filmmakers. It is fact-based and it does not change. Release 
year, director, actors, length, language, country of origin are different 
examples of metadata (see Figure 3.11). They are obtainable from vari-
ous online sources: IMDb28, MetaCritic29, tagChimp30 themoviedb.org. 
IMDb is the biggest and most up to date online cinema information 
source. However it is propriety and it doesn’t provide free real-time ac-
cess to its database. To its credit static, but frequently updated plain 
text data files are provided on its ftp sites. A considerable advantage is 
26  Some examples are: http://
bit.ly,  
http://tinyurl.com,  
http://goog.gl
27  http://t.co by Twitter, 
http://fb.me by Facebook, 
http://lnkd.in by LinkedIn
28  http://www.imdb.com 
(Internet Movie Database)
29  http://www.metacritic.com
30  http://www.tagchimp.com
3.2.1. Temporal Commenting
For a time-oriented medium like films, user input should also be tem-
poral like YouTube’s annotations and SoundCloud’s25 comments. Sev-
eral efforts like Social TV, AmigoTV, CollaboraTV have also been made 
for TV. Temporal Commenting can be especially important for film, in 
two ways. First, it enables content creators to distribute an official, text-
based commentary independently from the video content. Second, us-
ers are offered a platform where they can share their thoughts as tags or 
comments, their inner film associations or outside film associations as 
links with other viewers.
As shown in Figure 3.10, SoundCloud collects time based comments 
from users and visualizes them on top of the audio player. In Sound-
Cloud if an audio has too many comments, a clutter forms and it causes 
interaction problems because selecting and viewing individual com-
ments gets harder. Therefore, an additional feature of adding context 
to the comments (e.g. official, trivia, associational) would be beneficial 
for temporal film commenting. It would offer more scalability than a 
simple on/off switch as the viewer would be able to filter which category 
of comments are shown while watching.
25  An audio sharing site for 
artists, http://www.sound-
cloud.com
SoundCloud’s player and 
temporal comments placed 
on top
Figure 3.10 
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that the film producers provide the data themselves and it has become 
an industry standard at least for major film industries. MetaCritic uses 
data from IMDb. TagChimp provides community-generated data. Ac-
cording to their claim it has 142,445 movies, TV shows and music vid-
eos combined, which is very low compared to IMDb’s feature film only 
count: 259,193 (IMDb 2011). Themoviedb also has a community-driven 
model. Even though they don’t disclose the actual number of films list-
ed, it seems to be in good condition; as they claim, it is used by many 
popular media player softwares such as Moovida, XBMC, Plex, MythTV 
and MediaPortal.
Directed  by
Produced by
Written by
D. W. Griffith
D. W. Griffith
D. W. Griffith
Hettie Grey Baker
Tod Browning
Anita Loss
Mary H. O’Connor
Wlat Whitman
Frank E. Woods
Starring
Music by
Mae Marsh
Robert Harron
Constance Talmadge
Lillian Gish
Gino Corrado
Douglas Fairbanks
Madame Sul-Te-Wan
King Vidor
Joseph Carl Breil
Carl Davis
Cinematography
Editing by
Distribured by
Relsease Year
Country
Language
Billt Bitzer
D W. Griffith
James Smith
Rose Smith
Triangle Distributing
Corporation
1916
United States
Silent film
English intertitles
Billing metadata can be used in correlation with analysis data to dis-
cover patterns. For example, 1960–1970 French films can be compared 
with 1980–1990 Japanese ones. Such comparisons would result in in-
teresting discoveries and would enable in-depth stylistic qualitative 
analysis for cinema researchers. Statistical cinematic analysis research-
ers have already been investigating films made by the same director to 
conduct a style analysis.
A billing metadata example
Figure 3.11 
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where people voluntarily dedicate CPU time (computation power) and 
hard disk space of their own computers for heavy scientific calcula-
tions. Many projects have benefited and continue to benefit from this 
practice: GIMPS31, distributed.net, SETI@home32, Folding@home33 just 
to name a few. Platforms like Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network 
Computing (BOINC), World Community Grid, Grid.org offer the possibil-
ity for various academic projects to use a readymade infrastructure and 
formed community.
Volunteer computing is especially important for this project as it 
would be quite impossible to have access to a large number of films and 
quantify them in one server. If one attempted to quantify all the films 
registered to IMDb, and if we assume that the quantification takes place 
in real time, and that average film length is 90 minutes; the whole pro-
cess would take:
259 805 × 90 = 23 382 450 minutes, which is more than 44 years.
However, with help from volunteers who are willing to dedicate their 
CPU power and their film archives, it would be possible to quantify a 
huge number of films in much less time. If the project attracts atten-
tion from as few as 100 volunteers, quantification could be finished in 
around 5 and a half months. Of course, this last estimate is based on 
an ideal situation where those 100 people have all the films; they co-
ordinate so they don’t quantify the same films twice and they quantify 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Although perhaps unrealistic, this gives 
an idea of how this project can immensely benefit from the volunteer 
computing.
It should also be noted that distributed computing in this project 
differs from traditional volunteer computing projects. First, it requires 
data to be input by the volunteer whereas most of the others provide 
data, formulas and only require computation resources from the volun-
teer. In this project, input data is taken from individual films from the 
31  Great Internet Mersenne 
Prime Search, http://www.
mersenne.org/
32  Search for Extra-Terrestrial 
Intelligence (University of 
California), http://setiathome.
berkeley.edu/
33  For computing simula-
tions of protein foldings 
(Stanford University)
4. Data Collection and Organization
Data collection and organization is an important step for this proj-
ect. It is impossible to have access to all the films made until today, thus 
it is necessary to provide adequate tools (software) for people to con-
tribute to the project by quantifying their own film archives. Personal 
archives might consist of various formats, such as film rolls, Laserdiscs, 
DVDs, High Definition discs, high quality and low quality digital files. 
Varying sources creates a fragmentation and such fragmentation re-
quires standardized tools. For the sake of simplicity and controllability, 
formats that cannot be played through a computer software are omitted 
as the quantification is done by the developed software.
It is necessary to establish a standard and effective communication 
between client side software and server side which collects all the raw 
data and visualizes it. This chapter defines methods used to increase 
reliability and efficiency of the process. Technical and social problems 
that will arise and ways to tackle them are also described.
4.1. Volunteer Computing / Crowd Sourcing
CPU power and especially the number of computers in use increase 
almost everyday. Supercomputer centers are no longer the sole centers 
of calculation. A large amount of CPU power is now distributed around 
the world. This distribution creates possibility of new computing meth-
ods. Volunteer computing is a distributed computing arrangement 
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In this project, it is especially important to have a reputation system, 
because user submitted quantification data has to be filtered depending 
on the quality. The reasons why filtering is necessary and filtering pro-
cedures are described in detail in the next section “4.1.2 Data Pollution.”
Each user has their cordial goals, therefore a reputation system ad-
dressing multiple aspects and rewarding actions without discrimina-
tion is necessary. Various actions to be rewarded can be listed as follow-
ing in a decreasing order of importance:
- Submitting quantification data for a new film
- Submitting quantification data for a previously quantified film
- Writing temporal comments
- Watching films from the software without quantifying
For every submission of film quantification data, the quality of the 
source is calculated and the resulting quality variable is used to recal-
culate a new reputation for the user. Consequently, it is better for the 
user to quantify higher quality sources that are not previously quanti-
fied.
Stack Overflow, a highly community driven question/answer site, 
is granting certain administrator privileges such as to the community 
members, even at low reputation levels. As the user’s reputation in-
creases, the level and amount of privileges increases with it. This cre-
ates a self-controlled community where the authority is distributed 
among the members. A similar model can also be used for a film quan-
tification project where temporal comments are filtered based on the 
community feedback. Similar systems in simpler forms are also used by 
YouTube; flagging a comment or a video is brought to the attention of 
the moderators.
volunteer’s archive. Consciously choosing which films to quantify is al-
ready an active participation. Even more active involvement is also pos-
sible; the volunteer is able to add temporal comments, tags throughout 
the film. Therefore the project has some aspects of the crowd sourcing 
model where “the crowd” helps in solving problems or generating data. 
“Crowd” wisdom is claimed to be greater than the individual mem-
ber’s intellect (Brabham 2008). In this context, each volunteer’s film 
knowledge and archive is different, so tags and comments submitted 
by them will differ. For this reason, it might be better to describe user 
involvement in this project as a combination of volunteer computing 
and crowd sourcing, wherein users can choose the amount and type of 
their participation.
4.1.1. Reputation System
Online content can be reached instantly from all over the world, 
thus in online communities it is very normal to have an immense activ-
ity level, causing content management problems. Different models can 
be used to tackle these problems; moderated, semi-moderated, com-
munity-driven, anarchic. Most community driven sites use a combina-
tion of these models in different levels, but most employ a reputation 
system to encourage and reward the users. Community driven models 
work better than conventional moderated models in terms of manage-
ment, especially when the content and user interaction grows beyond 
the usual limits. Reputation systems are used by many online merchan-
dising sites such as Amazon, eBay as well as other community sites as 
Stack Overflow, Digg and Yelp.  Each buyer and seller in the auction site 
eBay gives reputation points to each other; in Stack Overflow—a ques-
tion and answer site for programmers—users simply vote on each others 
input and gain more reputation by doing so. Some of these reputation 
systems are enriched by badges, achievements and peer testimonials 
which provide orientation and achievable small rewards for community 
members while distinguishing valuable content from the valueless.
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All the submitted data coming from users are also kept in the server 
for future referencing and for re-ranking and re-averaging calculations. 
If there is a new quantification data coming either from same user or 
another user for the same film, data averages and the user’s reputation 
are recalculated. In this way, the system can be defined as dynamic and 
changing according to the quantification submissions.
4.1.3. Legal Issues
Several legal issues related to volunteer computing and film copy-
rights might have to be addressed. Data protection acts state that soft-
wares and websites should not gather and store any personal informa-
tion of its users. In this project, no personal information is collected 
by quantifying software and this is going to be ensured by releasing 
the source code. Film copyright issues can be tricky to address. No film 
is copied or made available to the public, therefore the project should 
not have copyright problems as it would be considered derivative work. 
Even thought the films are abstracted to different forms, new represen-
tations would not cause viewers to fully experience the film and con-
sequently won’t keep them from paying to see the actual film. There-
fore these abstractions fall into fair usage terms. In fact, the situation is 
favorable for film producers because this system is offering alternative 
ways for film research and personal film discovery.
4.2. SMIL as Data Format
In this context, standardizations are needed for data transfers be-
tween user’s computer (quantification software), server, database and 
visualization software (website). Even though various formats and 
markup languages have been suggested for temporal data, at the mo-
ment there is not a single widely accepted standard. One of the stan-
dardization formats, SMIL, is selected to be used in this project because 
4.1.2. Data Pollution
Distributed computing for film quantification brings with it another 
challenge with itself. The same film can be watched, quantified and 
submitted by multiple users. Each quantification might produce slight-
ly different results, depending on the source—DVD, Blu-Ray, encoded 
high-quality file or low quality file. Therefore, a ranking and averaging 
algorithm that is able to produce a single final quantification is nec-
essary. A user reputation system and a quality assessment are the key 
points for this. When a user submits a quantification data, several vari-
ables about the source (e.g. dimensions, encoding format) are also sent 
to the server to make a quality assessment of the source. This calcula-
tion later affects data averaging that takes place in case there are sev-
eral quantifications for a single film as well as it affects the submitter’s 
reputation. This reputation is used mainly for easing quantification 
data assessment and it does not have to be shared with users. Perhaps it 
is better if it is not shared, to prevent frustrations that might arise from 
having low reputations or fraud attempts made to gain more. Neverthe-
less it is beneficial for internal calculations. Overview of this system is 
illustrated in Figure 4.1.
SERVER
film A
film A
user A
user B
averaging
quality
assessment
submission
reputation recalculation
quantification
Overview of reputation system 
and averaging for data 
pollution
Figure 4.1 
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through API enables developers to find new usages for provided data 
by creating new functions, it creates opportunities to merge function-
alities.
There are several styles to implement an API system. For this thesis 
project, REST (Representational State Transfer) style that is proposed 
by Fielding (2000) will be used as it is based on HTTP architecture and it 
is quick to implement. API will provide access to the mean of the quan-
tified data of each film. Therefore, developers will be able to make their 
own visualizations or applications without worrying about the data 
pollution (previously mentioned in 4.1.2. Data Pollution).
of its lightweight and flexibility. All quantification data submitted by 
users is transferred to the server by a single SMIL file (see Figure 4.2 
for overview). The data is then written to the database and analyzed 
for visualizations. SMIL allows integration of metadata, timed captions, 
links and other various textual information into a single file. When the 
user adds a temporal comment or tag, the transferred SMIL file only 
contains new data and the film id, hence the amount of transferred data 
decreases while increasing the communication speeds. An example of 
SMIL format is shown in Appendix.
Downloadable
quantification
software
SERVER Database API
SMIL SMIL
SQL REST
4.3. API
Most internet services focus on specific goals and real power emerg-
es from the interconnectivity of multiple services. Application program-
ming interfaces (APIs) open up new possibilities for improved expe-
riences. As an example, a person shares videos from Vimeo34, tweets 
about it in Twitter and embeds the same video to a Tumblr35 blog while 
sharing the location at Foursquare. None of these replace another but 
rather complement each other. Data builds up in separate services, 
for instance videos in Vimeo, microblogs in Twitter, locations in Four-
square, pictures in Flickr, sounds in Freesound or SoundCloud, etc. The 
amount of these services increase day by day, thus the task of merging 
data from several of them in order to create richer experiences, is left to 
the users who can be considered as co-developers. While sharing data 
34  A high quality, free video 
sharing service, http://www.
vimeo.com
35  A flexible, popular blog-
ging system, http://www.
tumblr.com
Usage of SMIL for data 
transfers
Figure 4.2 
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ANTI-ALIASING
Lanczos resampling
Cubic spline interpolation in a 4x4
Linear interpolation in a 2x2
BILINEAR
BICUBIC
A 120 minute, 30 fps film has 120 × 60 × 30 = 216 000 frames. If it is 
HD, it would have 216 000 × 1920 × 1080 = 447 897 600 000 pixels. Obvi-
ously, it would be impossible and inefficient to represent each pixel in 
colorgram. Even if each frame is scaled down and represented with one 
pixel wide column, 216 000 pixels width would be still impractical to 
look at, considering a normal screen size as 1600 × 1200 pixels. Because 
of these visual space constraints, colorgrams must be made by selecting 
individual frames in intervals and by summarizing them further. Modi-
fying interval length, changing the number of frames selected per min-
ute, affects the colorgram pixel width as well as the delegation level. 
Bigger intervals result in smaller colorgrams that are easy to handle and 
grasp visually but reduce accuracy. Smaller intervals are best for accu-
racy but produce big images that are hard to analyze, understand and 
represent on a computer screen. In this case, an optimal interval length 
that produce a visually compact but efficiently representative color-
gram has to be chosen. Colorgrams made with various interval lengths 
from same film are shown in Figure 5.2.
5. Reflections on Visualizations
Different scaling algorithms 
for making Colorgram, 
Amelie (2001)
Figure 5.1 
In this chapter, first, design method for colorgram is evaluated while 
describing the algorithm. Later, several film groups formed by similar 
films are taken as examples to reflect upon the analysis and visualiza-
tion methods described in chapter “3. Quantification of Films”. First, 
films that cause excelling performance for visualizations are present-
ed and discussed. Later, shortcomings with other sets of films are de-
scribed.
5.1. Colorgram Algorithm Evaluation
Various compression algorithms can be used as shown in Figure 5.1. 
While upscale algorithms are important, thus researched and improved 
by many, downscale algorithms are limited. In this context, anti-alias-
ing scale down algorithm is chosen for its reduced clutter; therefore its 
increased readability. Anti-aliased scaling takes averages of neighbor-
ing pixels to reduce distortion, producing average colors for smaller 
resolutions. Resulting image is slightly blurred but it is favored in this 
case due to reduced visual complexity.
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color correction—green—is used for flashback scenes. Stories, their col-
ors and timings can be recognized easily from its colorgram in Figure 
5.3.
Hero
Traffic (2000) is also a color coded film, in which three different geo-
graphical locations and stories are told by three distinct color correc-
tions. Yellowish hues, light blueish hues and natural hues can easily be 
seen from its colorgram in Figure 5.4.
Trac
In Shinboru’s (2009) colorgram (see Figure 5.5), the scenes that take 
place in “brightly illuminated light blue room” are very apparent. They 
can be distinguished easily from the rest of the movie which has darker 
tones.
Shinboru
In Wizard of Oz (1939), color is used for various meanings. Apart from 
Dorothy’s bright colored shoes, green Wicked Witch, bright landscape 
of the Oz, etc., one feature that can be easily spotted from its colorgram 
is that the scenes that takes place in Kansas are shot in black & white 
5 sec
10 sec
30 sec
60 sec
120 sec
1 sec
After varying levels of experimentation with intervals and scaling 
algorithms, I choose to produce colorgrams by selecting a single frame 
for each 10 seconds interval. Later the result is scaled to 1/3 in order to 
achieve usable widths.
5.2. Outstanding results with certain films
It is found that each visualization performs better with certain kind 
of films or with specific cinematographies. Films selected and present-
ed in this section don’t follow any other pattern than their outstanding 
efficiency for individual visualization results. It should be anticipated 
that this distinction is not related at all to the quality of the films.
5.2.1. Color
Films that incorporate color in visual storytelling stand out from 
others in colorgram and color energy analysis results.
In Hero (2002), one story is shown three times from three different 
characters perspectives. Each story is prominently color corrected by 
each character’s perception: Red, Blue and White. Another dominant 
Various key-framing intervals 
for making colorgram, 
Hero (2002)
Figure 5.2 
Colorgram for Hero (2002)
Figure 5.3 
Colorgram for Traffic (2000)
Figure 5.4 
Colorgram for Shinboru (2009)
Figure 5.5 
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5.2.2. Movement
As movement energy is calculated by measuring overall movement 
between each frame in film, it is possible to distinguish fast action films 
from the more static ones. It is not only possible to understand general 
high levels of motion in The Bourne Supremacy (2004) but three diverse 
tension buildup and cool down acts can be distinguished easily (see 
Figure 5.8). In the first one, movement, therefore action, increases until 
the fast car chase scene ends with a crash. The second buildup, which 
is more gradual than others is mostly caused by a foot-chase scene 
that incorporates handheld camera shakes and very wide pans for in-
creased action and immersion. Movement energy decreases gradually 
afterwards. Several other chases, followed by immediate cool downs 
are also easily spotted. The final and concluding action in the film is 
also visible, starting to buildup from eighty-second minute. Movement 
peaks when protagonist Bourne gets shot and a foot chase starts. The 
same scene, which includes guns and several fights, continues with a 
high level of motion until it concludes with a car crash, after which the 
setting changes.
foot chase
Movement
Energy
The Bourne Supremacy (2004)
car chase
long event
foot chase
fights
car chasecrash crash
protagonist gets shotmomentary event
movement energy patterns
 
and later given sepia tone while the scenes in the are shot in vibrant 
colors (see Figure 5.6).
Wizard of Oz
For some films, the subject or the location dictates certain colors 
to be predominant. This becomes apparent especially in science fic-
tion and when the intended location or situation is very different from 
usual. Sunshine’s (2007) colorgram has full yellow columns as it takes 
place in a ship that travels to the Sun, Mission to Mars (2000) uses red 
hues to give the feeling of the Mars. THX 1138 (1971), Tron (1982) and 
Blade Runner (1982) create their own fictional worlds by using specific 
color corrections. Their distinctive colorgrams are shown in Figure 5.7.
Tron
Sunshine
THX 1138
Mission
to Mars
Blade Runner
Colorgram for 
Wizard of Oz (1939)
Figure 5.6 
Colorgrams from science 
fiction films
Figure 5.7 
Movement energy examined 
in detail for The Bourne 
Supremacy (2004)
Figure 5.8 
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5.3. Shortcomings
For certain films, individual visualizations fail to produce distin-
guishable abstractions. It is an expected outcome as none of the visual-
izations are designed to be sole representations of films. They are aimed 
to only master in their own context.
Colorgrams for certain films are unreasonably close to each other, 
revealing not much info about single films. Colorgrams made for black 
and white films and early color films are especially vulnerable (see Fig-
ure 5.11). Resulting colorgrams are visually not distinguishable at all.
The Great Dictator
Pi
Battleship
Potemkin
 Trends in film color correction, especially in Hollywood, also af-
fect efficiency of colorgrams. A recent popular style where most dark 
areas are colored with warm tones and where light areas are tinted with 
cooler tones produce visually similar films, thus colorgrams, that would 
normally be very different from each other. It is very surprising to ob-
serve that, a vampire movie, Daybreakers’ (2009) colorgram is not that 
distinct from the colorgram of A Serious Man (2009) and the colorgram 
of Blade Runner(1982) (see Figure 5.12). It is an unwanted result as all of 
them have totally different setting and mood.
A contrasting result for movement energy is visible in Ozu’s Sanma 
no Aji (1962). Ozu is known for his static camera work which causes 
less overall movement between frames. Most scenes take place indoors 
where characters are sitting, eating and talking therefore the film’s 
movement energy visualization only contains three marks, which rep-
resent 10 percent average of movement at the corresponding minutes 
(around 43, 51 and 70). (see Figure 5.9)
Movement
Energy
Sanma no Aji (1962)
5.2.3. Audio
If audio energy visualization of The Bourne Supremacy is examined 
together with movement energy, it is possible to see that patterns in the 
overall motion of the film are also present in the audio. It is not surpris-
ing as audio is used as an important mood-setting element in films. In 
this case it seems be a tension builder. Both of them are shown in Figure 
5.10 along with timing of some important events in the film.
Movement
Energy
Audio
Energy
The Bourne Supremacy (2004)
crash crash
protagonist gets shot
 
Movement energy for 
Sanma no Aji (1962)
Figure 5.9 
Colorgrams for black and 
white films
Figure 5.11 
Similarities between move-
ment energy and audio energy 
visualizations for The Bourne 
Supremacy (2004)
Figure 5.10 
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5.3.1. Language as Accuracy Issue
Another shortcoming of these analysis is the language. Since sourc-
es used for dialogue texts are subtitles, the problem of language selec-
tion emerges. If the subtitles in the original language are analyzed, only 
speaker of that language would be able to understand the visualization. 
Furthermore, if one common language, such as English is used, defini-
tiveness of the analysis would be lost in translation. It is also possible 
to come across multi-language films where different scenes take place 
in remote locations. Therefore, quantifying dialogues for these films re-
quire more intelligent systems in order to output efficient and correct 
results.
Similar problem also emerges about audio if quantified films are 
dubbed. Depending on the dubbing, “new” audio for film might not in-
herit same characteristics, and most likely it would not. In this case, 
quality assessment described in previous chapter is critical as it should 
distinguish dubbed audio from the original audio without triggering 
false alarms with multi-language films. Audio related calculations 
made from dubbed films should not be used at all, as most often dub-
bing is done completely independent from the filmmakers.
5.3.2. Different Versions as Accuracy Issue
Films might have several edited versions, released in different years; 
release cut, extended cut, director’s cut. Each would have similar analy-
sis results as they are made from same material, however timings would 
be different. This is an important problem for averaging multiple quan-
tification that are submitted by various users.
To overcome this problem, averaging algorithm should distinguish 
different versions of each film by creating different sets for each version 
to store and to make the calculations independently.
Blade Runner
A Serious Man
Daybreakers
 Audio energy analysis presented in this thesis is in a very primi-
tive stage and it is error prone. Audio energy visualization produced for 
Amelie, (2001) which frequently has non-diegetic narrator’s voice, is 
imperfect. This is caused by high peak levels of speech in audio. Other 
speech heavy films produce similar results as well (see Figure 5.13). To 
overcome this problem, instead of analyzing waveform, more sophisti-
cated audio feature extraction methods should be implemented.
Amélie
Sanma no Aji
Dialogue metric doesn’t provide much information about a single 
film by itself, especially because of some common words that are pres-
ent in most films. It becomes efficient only if analysis results are nu-
merically compared among several films in order to discover statistical 
similarities. Visual representations for word frequencies in films are 
hard to grasp, especially hard to get familiar in film context as similar 
visualizations are mostly used in other contexts.
Similar Colorgrams from three 
dinstinctive films
Figure 5.12 
Audio Fnergy for speech 
heavy films
Figure 5.13 
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ent for same film that is quantified from different sources. Sometimes, 
one film can have different versions as well; studio’s cut, director’s cut, 
extended cut, etc. Methods to distinguish different versions and algo-
rithms that properly average or separate these data also have to be re-
searched.
Some methods, especially dense visual analysis algorithms are 
shown to be rather heavy to be calculated simultaneously which causes 
slowness with video playback. Therefore at this stage of the project, a 
hybrid video player-quantifier is inefficient; viewers (volunteer quanti-
fiers) should not expect to watch the films at the same time. Improving 
algorithms to perform faster is a necessary step for future developments.
Experiments and methods presented in this thesis can be seen as 
starting points for derivative works which are not limited to but might 
include:
• A recommendation system which is more focused on the con-
tent: Most existing recommendation systems even though they are 
very complex, base their calculations on the user history and don’t 
focus much on the content, therefore they become popularity mea-
surements. This is especially true for automated film recommendation 
systems.
• Various stylistic film history researches: Researchers might ben-
efit from the analysis results provided by the proposed quantification 
system.
• Official commentary from filmmakers: Filmmakers might be able 
to provide text based commentaries without needing to have distribu-
tion tools.
• Implementation for TV’s, media centers or online streaming 
services: It is getting easier to have access to high quality video-on-
demand. Such services might benefit significantly from the proposed 
system if they integrate it into their own platforms.
6. Conclusions
This project has started as an attempt to enrich a film’s reach to the 
viewers before watching it. Summarization techniques and algorithms 
are borrowed from other fields; derivative abstraction and visualiza-
tion models for films are proposed. A single film’s abstraction requires 
that multiple analysis and summarization methods are used together to 
achieve efficient and correct representations. It is concluded that there 
is no best single method to abstract a film but that abstractions gain 
power from a combination of multiple methods. Each method is in con-
tinuous development as it is refined and fine-tuned.
Colorgram is the most mature of the quantification methods pro-
posed in this thesis. Mostly because it is designed even before this the-
sis has started; colorgram is one of the first steps that initiated this re-
search. Other quantification, analysis and visualization methods have 
to be developed further to reach same level of maturity. The audio fea-
ture extraction methods used in this thesis don’t go beyond obvious ba-
sic approaches therefore these have to be expanded as well.
Color energy measurements presented are based on HSV color mod-
el, in future developments, other representational models (e.g. RGB, 
YUV, etc.) can be used for calculations to reveal different properties and 
patterns in color data.
Problems that will arise from quantifying the same film originating 
from different sources must be addressed properly. Timing is one of the 
most common problem; beginning credits or empty area can be differ-
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• Combination with emotion based film research: If analysis meth-
ods proposed in this thesis are combined with research and systems 
that focus on measuring viewer’s emotional reaction to films, new 
possibilities might emerge.
• Tools for filmmakers: Various tools can be developed for film-
makers to offer alternative ways to evaluate films before completing 
them.
• Film-based crowd sourcing projects: By taking temporal tags as 
starting point, other crowd sourcing projects might be developed. This 
way quantification methods can be expanded to include trivial met-
rics.
This thesis has provided me an opportunity to do formal research 
about a subject that I have been contemplating for a while now. It also 
expanded the possibilities far beyond my initial plans of a simple film 
website. During the process I have gained a better understanding of film 
and film theory through valuable theoretical and statistical research 
works. Meanwhile I found a chance to utilize my previous experience 
in a different way than usual; I also gained new insights by combining 
technical, visual, artistic, theoretical and analytical thoughts in a single 
project. The proposed system in this thesis is an ongoing work; it is in 
prototyping stage. It will be implemented in alpha and beta stages later 
on. I hope that it will attract attention from the film community and 
therefore with collaborative development, technology can be shaped to 
act as an intermediary between the audience and the film itself.
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Appendix A - SMIL Example
<smil>
  <head>
    <title>Hero</title>
    <meta name=”Director” content=”Yimou Zhang”/>
    <meta name=”Year” content=”2002”/>
    <meta name=”Actor” content=”Jet Li”/>
    <meta name=”Actor” content=”Tony Leung Chiu Wai”/>
    <meta name=”Actor” content=”Maggie Cheung”/>
    <meta name=”Language” content=”Mandarin”/>
  </head>
  <body>
    <par>
    <seq></seq>
    <smilText region=”c1”>
      <div>
        <metadata name=”author” content=”johdoe”>
        <metadata name=”context” content=”trivia”>
        <clear begin=”t1-5s” />
        Poster in the background is from another film 
by same director
        <clear begin=”t1+15s” />
      </div>
    </smilText>
    </par>
  </body>
</smil>

